Plant LOGIX

TM

NorthWind

Software Suite

Blend Systems

The NorthWind PlantLOGIX™ software suite is designed to streamline and simplify factory
processes allowing you to get the most out of your automation system. PlantLOGIX™ includes the
following software packages to help improve your business:

Quik LOGIX

TM

NorthWind

- PLC program configuration software

BatchLOGIX

TM

- Recipe management & reporting software

AlarmLOGIX

TM

- Data tracking software

NorthWind

NorthWind

Thank you for your interest in NorthWind.
We are committed to helping our customers
improve their process through automation &
cutting edge design. For more information
please call or visit us on the web at:
(785) 284-0080
www.northwindts.com
2751 Antelope RD
Sabetha, KS 66534

Success is not an accident. At NorthWind, our employees have had
over 20 years to perfect the process of designing and building blend
tower control systems. The result, state-of-the-art control systems
that optimize the blend process and maximizes the return on
equipment investments.

Security & Production

Recipe Information
Historical Information
The past is not lost. Yesterday’s information is still important today. This information is easily
accessed from a complete set of BatchLOGIX’s reports, historical trends and alarm logs.

Security
Scheduling

Program access is controlled by
user login and passwords for each
project. Rights for users are easily
configured and new users can be
quickly added.

Scheduling production is easy with
BatchLOGIX. Recipes can be
loaded into the production schedule
and the priory set.

Material Mapping

Consolidated reports are
easy to create

Maximize Production
Compound production is maximized
by utilizing fully automatic batching
operations. Scales will automatically
re-scale as soon as they are empty.
Process slow downs are alarmed
before they become big problems.

Weighment Accuracy
Ingredient filling is controlled by
specialized algorithms that control the
feed rates and cutoff points. This,
combined with state-of-the-art
instrumentation help insure
weighments are accurate and
consistent.

Recipes
Recipes can control both the
ingredient quantities and
sequences of operation using
BatchLOGIX. Making changes to
the recipes is password protected.
.

Process Tuning
Important process variables like scale preacts
can be set to automatic optimization. Others
such as alarm set points can be accessed from
QuikLOGIX or directly on the HMI.

Lot Tracking
Feed Point
configuration screen

Ingredient usage can be traced
with BatchLOGIX built in lot
tracking feature .

BatchLOGIX recipes are ingredient
driven. When a new recipe is
downloaded it will automatically
find a source. When ingredient
sources change, it is a simple
process to map the new ingredient
to the equipment location.
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